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PILDES

This article is based on one that was first
published in The Washington Post on April
16, 1995. It has been revised in light of
recent Supreme Court rulings.
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While President Clinton,
Congress, and the public
reconsider the merits and politics
of affirmative action, the
Supreme Court is grasping the
nettle of race-conscious public
policies in the most charged
setting of all. In the term that
just ended, the Supreme Court
decided cases from Louisiana and
Georgia in which white and black
voters challenged congressional
districts that were intentionally
designed - some would say
racially gerrymandered - to
have black majorities. In the
current term, the Court will hear
similar cases from North Carolina
and Texas as it continues to
struggle with establishing a
constitutional framework for
race-conscious districting.
The exceptionally explosive mix
of race and politics requires
particularly careful thought.

The Court's decision in the Georgia
case, Miller v. Johnson, handed down on
June 29, 1995, was a fractured one but
portends dramatic changes in the
drawing of black and Hispanic majority
districts. (The Louisiana case was dismissed after the Court found the plaintiffs lacked standing.) Writing for the
Court, Justice Kennedy announced that
whenever race was "the predominant
factor" in the design of election districts,
such districts would survive constitutional review only if they met the most
exacting standards of justification and
proof. But what kind of proof and

precisely what sort of justification would
be sufficient remained only vaguely
suggested. Meanwhile, Justice O'Connor,
the crucial swing vote in this area and in
so many areas involving race and the
Constitution, wrote an enigmatic separate
concurring opinion that further clouds
the permissible extent of race-conscious
districting.
The stakes in the jurisprudential
struggle are exceptionally high. For the
principles the Court settles on ultimately
will not just determine the constitutionality of race-conscious districts for congressional elections, but for elections at all
levels of national, state, and local government: city councils, school boards,
county commissions, state legislatures,
and judiciaries. The Court opened the
door to the questions it now confronts in
1993, in a now-famous case from North
Carolina called Shaw, v. Reno. In that
case, the Court declared that the snakelike Twelfth Congressional District,
which wound 160 miles through ten
counties along a corridor often no wider
than an interstate highway - and which
had elected one of the state's first black
congresspersons since Reconstruction might violate the Constitution. Whether
that district is, indeed, unconstitutional
will be decided on the merits this
coming year.
All this controversy traces to the
Voting Rights Act, enacted in 1965 and
significantly amended in 1982 . Before the
flourish of recent attention, the Voting
Rights Act had been quietly but dramatically revolutionizing American political
institutions for nearly thirty years. While
the act has received less media notice
than other national civil rights policies,
it is widely considered the most effective
legislative legacy of the civil rights era.
The clearest measure of the act's
success is the number of minorities
elected to public office. In 1970, for
example, fewer than 1,500 blacks
nationwide held public office; by 1990,
that number had soared nearly 400
percent, to more than 7,300.
But the means the act uses to bring
about these results is now the source of

controversy. Where racially polarized
voting is present, the principal enforcement tool of the courts and the Justice
Department has been (particularly since
1982) the creation of so-called "safe"
minority election districts.
These districts reject any pretense of
colorblindness. They are intentionally
designed to group enough minority
residents together to ensure that they can
control election outcomes. For example,
if a city with a sizable black minority is
divided into five election districts, the
intentional creation of one "black district"
guarantees that there will be at least one
city council member - typically black
- directly responsive to the minority
community. Where racially polarized
voting is present, these safe districts
make possible the election of black
office-holders.
Conventional wisdom increasingly
considered such districts unnecessary or,
worse, counterproductive to the emergence of healthy interracial politics. In
Holder v.Hall, for example, Justice
Clarence Thomas, joined by Justice
Antonin Scalia, passionately argued that
the Voting Rights Act is having "disastrous implications" with "political
homelands" being created that can only
"deepen racial divisions" by suggestion
that blacks "all think alike on important
matters of public policy." Similarly, in
Johnson v. De Grandy, Justice Anthony
Kennedy declared that the "assumption
that majority-minority districts elect only
minority representatives, or that majority-white districts elect only white
representatives, is false as an empirical
matter."
Kennedy's confident assertion echoes
that of several prominent academic
commentators. Prof. Carol Swain, a
political scientist at Princeton, argues that
"black politicians are already elected from
districts of widely varying racial composition." Swain, who is black, says that
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enforcement of the act should instead
focus on electing "blacks in districts
without black majorities."
As evidence, critics of racial gerrymandering point to several highly visible
black politicians elected from majoritywhite electorates: Sen. Carol Mosley
Braun in Illinois; former governor
Douglas Wilder in Virginia; Rep. J.C.
Watts in Oklahoma and recent mayors in
cities such as New York, Seattle, and
Denver.
But general inference from a few easily
recalled examples are notoriously
hazardous guides to the truth. And now,
for the first time, the effects of the Voting
Rights Act on city councils, county
governments, state legislatures, and the
U.S. Congress have been studied in
systematic detail. The book Quiet Revolution in the South, published by editors
Chandler Davidson and Bernard
Grofman in 1994, brings together the
work of dozens of social scientists and
others. It is the most comprehensive
study of the act ever.
From one perspective, its findings are
encouraging. In the eight Southern states
that have been the primary focus of the
act (Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana,
Mississippi, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Texas, and Virginia), black
office-holding has soared. In Alabama,
blacks sit on city councils throughout the
state in numbers that mirror their share
of the local population. Louisiana, the
home of David Duke, now has the third
largest number of black elected officials
of the fifty states. Even in Mississippi,
where into the 1970s less than 1 percent
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of elected officials were black, African
American officials now hold 12 percent
of the state's elected positions.
But the findings of Quiet Revolution are
also sobering. The view that racially
polarized voting has lessened, that white
voters are increasingly willing to support
black politicians, and that blacks need
not run in "safe" minority districts to be
elected - all these claims tum out to be
unfounded, at least in the South as
of 1990.
As Quiet Revolution convincingly
demonstrates, the increase in black
office-holding is not the result of changing attitudes or voluntary reforms. It is
the product of obligations that federal
officials, using the Voting Rights Act,
have forced on recalcitrant jurisdictions.
Absent the race-conscious requirements
of the Voting Rights Act, black political
representation in th£ South would be
nearly invisible.
One key development has been the
federal government's insistence that atlarge elections (in which candidates must
win in a city or county as a whole) be
replaced with individual districts. When
this shift was made in cities in the South,
the transformation in black political
representation was immediate and
dramatic: City councils went from being
3 percent black to 55 percent black in
majority-black cities.
Cities with mixed electoral systems with both at-large and individual districts
- provide an ideal test of the role of
"safe" districts. In Southern cities whose
black population was 30 to 50 percent,
black candidates won 41 percent of the
districted seats but only 4 percent of the
at-large ones. In cities with 10 to 30
percent black population, blacks won 23
percent of the districted seats but only 2
percent of the at-large ones. In Alabama,
Mississippi, and South Carolina, no black
official was elected to a city council from
an at-large seat in any majority white
city. Thus any assertion that whites are
increasingly willing to support black

candidates remains, at least in the South,
fanciful. (The facts elsewhere in the
country have not yet been studied as
thoroughly.)
In the face of such racially polarized
voting, the absence of "safe" minority
districts translates directly into the
absence of black officeholders. Raciallypolarized voting patterns have changed
little in the past twenty years. In the
1980s, as in the 1970s, only 1 percent of
all Southern state legislative districts with
white majorities elected a black legislator.
Indeed, in the majority of Southern
states, not a single black legislator was
elected from any majority-white district.
In Georgia, for example, 86 percent of
whites voted for the white opponent of a
black candidate in all state and local
elections during the 1980s.
Wishful thinking is no basis for
dismantling the Voting Rights Act.
Whatever role race might play in employment or contracting decisions, we now
know that in the voting booth, racially
polarized voting remains pervasive.
If racial gerrymandering is to be
criticized, by courts or others, it must be
on grounds other than misguided
assumptions about the decline of polarized voting. Some argue that creating safe
minority districts is counterproductive,
for it drains the surrounding districts of
black voters and makes those districts
more conservative. More black political
representatives might be elected, but they
will find themselves in legislatures
increasingly unwilling to enact the
substantive policies black representatives
favor .
Critics point to the decimation of
moderate white Democrats in the South
in recent congressional elections as
evidence that this is precisely what is
happening. While the issue is controver-

One alternative that might be thought to represent the
middle ground in these struggles, is to move away from
territorial election districts altogether. In their place, we might
use alternative voting systems such as cumulative voting.

Instead, each voter gets as many votes
sial, the most thorough studies to date
to cast as there are seats to fill. Voters can
(such as those by University of South
Carolina political scientist David Dublin
distribute these votes among candidates
in
any way they choose. Thus, if candiand by the Joint Center for Political and
Economic Studies) suggest that between
dates are vying for seven seats on a city
six and nine House seats shifted from
council, each voter would get seven votes
to distribute as he or she chose. These
Democratic to Republican control since
1990 as a result of the creation of safe
systems enable a cohesive minority with
minority districts nearby.
intense preferences for particular candiIn addition, some argue that even if
dates to have some influence over at least
safe districts are necessary to minority
one seat. For example, with seven seats to
representation, they come at a significant
fill and seven votes to cast, a minority
cost: Politics becomes even more racially that is 12.5 percent or larger and that
defined and hence divisive. An even more concentrates all its votes on one candiprofound question is whether racedate can ensure that candidate's election.
conscious policies like the Voting Rights
The system empowers all cohesive
Act undermine the possibility of successminority groups equally: any voting
ful progressive political coalitions. In this group, be it defined in racial, partisan, or
view, prominently expressed in Mary and ideological terms, can use the system in
Thomas Edsall's book Chain Reaction,
the same way. Although these systems
such coalitions can only be sustained if
might sound exotic to many readers, they
organized around economic lines, as in
are increasingly prevalent. I have just
the New Deal. Policies organized around
completed a detailed field study of one
race alienate enough white voters to
such system in use since 1988 in Chilton
County, Alabama, to elect the local
destroy these potential coalitions.
The dilemma of the Voting Rights Act
county commission and school board.
and the creation of safe minority districts
The system is not without some costs,
is stark: Given the continuing reality of
but, by and large, it is working very
racially polarized voting, these districts
much in accord with advance predictions
remain necessary if significant numbers of for its success. For the first time, the
black officeholders are going to be elected monopoly of white, Democratic males on
to city councils, state legislatures, the
these bodies has been broken; blacks,
United States Congress, and other elected Republicans, and women have been
bodies. Yet even so, these districts may be elected since the system went into effect.
politically counterproductive or divisive.
The constitutional debate over raceOne alternative that might be thought
conscious election districts, which will
to represent the middle ground in these
dominate the Supreme Court agenda
struggles is to move away from territorial
again this coming year, does not reach
election districts altogether. In their place, the full range of policy disputes about the
VRA, "safe districts," and alternative
we might use alternative voting systems
such as cumulative voting. These systems voting systems. But misguided
enable large minority groups to exercise
assumptions about empirical facts effective control over some seats on a
such as whether racially-polarized voting
representative body even in the face of a
continues and whether black candidates
hostile, bloc-voting majority. But these
are being elected in significant numbers
systems have the advantage of not
from white-majority districts - do
requiring that districts be drawn along
continue to play a role in public debates
racial lines.
and even Supreme Court opinions. In
light of the recent publication of a
magisterial study like Quiet Revolution in
the South, it is no longer responsible to

indulge in wishful thinking or factual
fallacy. It remains true today, as in the
past, that black political representation
will not rise above nearly invisible levels
where white voters are in the majority.
Until racially-polarized voting
diminishes, there are two means to
ensuring some meaningful degree of
black representation. One, the conscious
creation of "safe" black-majority districts,
is currently being criticized on
constitutional and policy grounds.
The other, alternative voting systems,
offers considerable promise but is still
relatively novel. As the Supreme Court
continues to struggle over the
constitutionality of race-conscious
districtings, these remain the
uncomfortable facts.
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